viewpoints that is apparent in the editorial decisions that Holmes charts, his careful account of that issue's production leads us towards this interpretation, and it would be interesting to know Holmes' thoughts on that reading.
Taking as a point of departure the critical consensus about the importance of Victorian science as a context for Pre-Raphaelite art, Holmes provides an in-depth examination thereof. Accounts of The Germ are often partial, cherry-picking specific articles -such as "The Purpose and Tendency of Early Italian Art" -as representative, or as part of author-specific studies, but Holmes' focus on the journal as a whole provides a new level of granular insight into the discussions and debates that were creatively productive for all of the journal's contributors. In doing so, his article opens up further avenues for both Pre-Raphaelite scholars and those interested in the symbiotic relationship between scientific discourse and developments, and literature and the humanities.
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